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As the integration of phenomenology aesthetics,  The Phenomenology of Aesthetic 
experience by Dufrenne is regarded as one of the most comprehensive and perfect woks. 
During the process of investigating artistic works, aesthetic object and aesthetic consciousness, 
Dufrenne constructed the intersubjective concept of aesthetical experience, which not only 
established the special position of phenomenology aesthetics but also thoroughly ended the 
western traditional philosophy mode of dualism thinking. Of course, the intersubjective 
aesthetics thoughts of Dufrenne does not reach the goal in one step. He set up his own 
aesthetics system upon others’ ideas, including Husserl’s, Heidegger’s and Merleau-Ponty’s 
theories. In this thesis, besides trying to sort out the ideas by George·Poulet and 
Merleau-Ponty of intersubjective aesthetics, I will further explain the intersubjective 
aesthetics concepts of Dufrenne to show the integrity and original creation of the theory. 
The intersubjective aesthetics concepts of Dufrenne incarnates in the aesthetic 
objects and aesthetic consciousness. The integrity of the concept mainly shows in the 
following aspects: he is the first one to explain the mutual relationship between 
appreciators, authors and the artistic works, which fully realizes the concept of 
intersubjectivity. Duferrne believed that not only author and appreciators have 
intersubjective relationship but also appreciators and a quasi subject , appreciators and 
persons and objects in the works ,artist and the person and object in the artist all have 
intersubjective relationship. However, the specialty is that he for the first time created 
the concept of a quasi subject and  the affective a prioir . The confirmation of the 
quasi subject guaranteed the intersubjectivie relations between aesthetic objects and 
appreciators while the affective a prioir works as the agency between the object and 
the consciousness, becoming the underlying evidence. Therefore, Dufrenne not only 
pushed the  phenomenology to a higher level but also set up its independent position. 
Therefore, I believe it is necessary and meaningful to do some research on this 
topic. However, due to my personal research level, there may be some deficiencies in 
this thesis and I hope I could briefly sort out the concepts of Dufrenne’s aesthetics. 
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上搜索过从 1999 年到 2009 年间硕士和博士论文，发现对杜夫海纳美学思想的研
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